Soundﬁeld for
Education
Have you heard?
They all will with Soundfield!

Improves student results and behaviour
Reduces teacher voice strain

Connevans
Supplying to schools since 1961

By Appointment to
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II
Manufacturer and Supplier
of Audio Equipment
Connevans Limited, Merstham, Surrey

Soundfield from
Connevans

Free
Trial

We are so confident that you will love
using the Swift Digital Classroom
for U
K sch
Soundfield system that we are
ools!
offering UK schools a Free Trial!
The Free Trial will be very easy for you... at a convenient time, we will
come to your school, set up the Swift Digital and show a teacher how
easy it is to use. Setting up will usually just take around 15 minutes, all
we need is a mains socket at the back of the classroom to plug in to.
At the end of the 3 - 4 week trial period, assuming you like using the Swift Digital
and it has made a positive difference to the teaching and learning in your
classroom, then you can keep the system and pay the invoice – alternatively,
you can just send it back to us – it really is that simple!

To arrange a free trial for your school,
please just email our director Phil Boswell
phil@connevans.com and leave the rest to us!

Connevans Limited – established 1961
Connevans is an independent family-run company, established over 50 years ago.
We are specialist manufacturers and suppliers of soundﬁeld systems.
Connevans derives its name from its founders, Meurig & Connie
Evans and is still very much a family ﬁrm. It is now run by their son
David, daughter Mary and granddaughter Laura, alongside their
co-directors.
Connevans is a regular supplier to schools and education authorities
as well as private customers and, over the years, we are proud to
have built up a reputation for manufacturing and supplying quality
products, supported by fantastic customer service.
Our Soundﬁeld Team are happy to offer help, advice and technical
support on all the products we supply, just get in touch!

Our Soundﬁeld Team
From initial enquiry through to after sales support our team will
be here to help you.

How to contact us
Our Soundﬁeld Team are here to
help. If you have any queries at all,
please do get in touch...
... by Phone on
01737 247571
... by Email to
sales@connevans.com
... by Fax on
01737 223475
... by Post to
Connevans Limited,
Bridge House,
1 Nutﬁeld Road,
Merstham,
Surrey, RH1 3EB

Phil Boswell, Robert Manwaring, Richard Vaughan, Angie Martin and John Popplestone
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Soundﬁeld for teachers
Do you regularly have to raise your voice to be heard
Is your voice tired at the end of the day
Are the students at the back of the class inattentive
Would you like your students to get better results

A soundﬁeld system from Connevans can help
you resolve these questions, and more!
Soundﬁeld systems enhance the sound of your voice throughout
the classroom, so the students at the very back can hear clearly
and concentrate fully, as well as the students at the front.

Natural voice

Reduce classroom noise

Connevans Soundﬁeld systems are speciﬁcally
designed to provide a nice natural sounding
voice tone – they are not PA systems!

Many classrooms are noisy and have poor
acoustics, making it difﬁcult for students to
hear your voice. If they do not hear clearly,
they will ﬁnd it hard to concentrate.

Reduced voice strain
Continually raising your
voice in class can be
stressful and can lead to
vocal health issues.

Less supply teaching
With reduced voice strain,
teacher sickness time is
reduced.

Relaxed learning
Student understanding and
learning improves and
classroom control is easier,
creating a relaxed learning
environment.

Soundfield
systems
help you
through the
sound barrier

League tables
Improved learning will lead
to improved results for
both students and school.

It’s easy
We come to you to show you how a soundﬁeld
system can make a big difference for you.

Soundﬁeld is
spreading
It’s no surprise that
more and more of the
UK’s educational
professionals are
singing the praises of
soundﬁeld. Once you
use one, we know you’ll
see what we mean!

© Connevans Limited

Your
teaching
is important,
you need to
be heard
...clearly!

For more
information
call Connevans on
01737 247571
and our friendly and
experienced staff
will be delighted
to help you.

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk
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Classroom Soundﬁeld from Connevans
A Connevans soundﬁeld system enables all students in a
classroom to hear equally well, wherever they are seated
and in whichever direction the teacher is facing.

Who do soundﬁeld systems help?
Everybody!
Teachers find they have reduced voice strain (and stress!)
and students respond faster, which results in more
efficient & effective lessons. Even a simple request to
‘turn to page ten’ is responded to faster.
The soundfield benefit All students benefit in some way
and those with any type of learning difficulty or day to day short term hearing variations
(such as glue ear or even a cold) gain particular benefit.
A natural sound With the enhanced & evenly distributed sound from a Connevans soundfield system,
students feel they are being spoken to with normal voice inflection, rather than a raised voice, which
often tends towards a monotone.
Listening is learning Students spend up to half the school day learning by listening, and of course
hearing is the key for good student achievement. Most
classrooms were not built with optimum acoustics in mind
– at the rear of a typical classroom only around 15% of the
speech energy (the volume from the teacher) remains plus, by the
time the sound gets to the back of the class, it is often diffused or
‘echoey’.
Learning to listen A Connevans soundfield system will
supply an even spread of sound around the room. Children
are continually building their language base and do not have the
same linguistic experience as adults, so they need to hear all the
words clearly to help them understand. Studies show that
children need about a 10dB louder speech signal than adults, which is why a soundfield system is
so beneficial. Listeners are also surprised how relaxing the sound is.
There is no need to shout A classroom soundfield gives gentle amplification around the room so
that, when you walk into the room, you almost don’t know there is a system in use – until the
soundfield is turned off!
A soundﬁeld system...
...benefits the tutor
With reduced vocal
fatigue the day is less
tiring, class discipline
and attentiveness will
improve, less repetition
is required and there is
generally a more
relaxing teaching
experience.
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...benefits the student
All members of the class will hear
their teacher more clearly
including those with temporary
or permanent hearing loss.
Academic performance &
enjoyment of lessons has been
shown to improve significantly
with the introduction of a
Connevans soundfield system.

© Connevans Limited
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Connevans Swift TX microphone
Designed by Connevans with teachers in mind, the Swift TX
has been developed to have outstanding technical
performance and also to be the smallest and
lightest transmitter of its kind!

Our recommended choice

Natural high quality sound is vital in a classroom to ensure
the best listening and learning environment for students.
The Connevans Swift TX has the widest frequency response of
any IR soundﬁeld microphone transmitter available in the UK,
meaning it gives the most natural sound.

Microphone Features:
Attractive design: light, comfortable and
easy to wear – just 79g including battery
Digital audio transmission
Very wide audio frequency
response for full vocal range
Superb natural sound quality
– with vocal clarity enhancer and
dual directional microphones
On/Off/Mute

Directional
microphone

Vol +

Freael
TUrKischoosls,

for ntact u
co day!
to

Vol –

Multi colour
power status
indicator
3.5mm
aux socket
2.5mm external
mic socket

Charge socket

Unrivalled technical quality
We’ve packed the Swift TX with innovative technology to ensure
that it is ‘top of the class’ for quality & performance.
The Swift TX uses two separated microphones to provide a constant
level of sound as the user’s head is turned from side to side. These
specially optimised dual directional
microphones give optimum voice pickup
and reduce unwanted background noise.

Hype

age
r wide mic
rophone cover

The Swift TX
transmitter looks
appealing and is as
light and
comfortable to
wear as a
necklace.

Directional
microphone

The audio frequency bandwidth of
120Hz to 13kHz ensures the very best
sound quality and we have specially
designed feedback reduction built into
the microphones.

© Connevans Limited

Stylish
looks with
technical
excellence!

Remote
Volume Control
Using a Swift TX transmitter
with an Swift Digital you can
adjust your Soundﬁeld
volume from anywhere in
the classroom.
Once the volume is set on
your Swift Digital you should
rarely need to adjust it but if
the class is more boisterous
than usual, you can change
your microphone volume with
the easy press of a button –
without having to go to the
Soundﬁeld unit.

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk
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Connevans Swift Digital

Free
Tr
for UK ial
scho

Swift to install ... simple to set up
... easy to use
The Connevans Swift Digital soundﬁeld system
is a groundbreaking use of technology to
bring superb quality sound within ﬁnancial
reach of every classroom.

contac ols,
t
today!us

The Swift Digital has a single hyper-wide dispersion ﬂat panel speaker unit with
technology* which produces an effective soundﬁeld from a single speaker.
Using high quality infra red wireless technology, you can have up to two
microphone transmitters with each system – a main one for the teacher and a
second one for student participation or a teaching assistant.

System Features:

Flat panel speaker unit

Swift TX
transmitter
for tutor

Handmic for guests
and passing round

Excellent speech clarity
Digital SwiftConnect wireless sound
in/out option – ideal for connecting
with laptop & interactive whiteboard
Virtually no installation – can be hung on the
wall in just 5 mins; as easy as hanging a picture
Stylish design – ﬁts easily into your classroom
Simple to use – only 6 controls which
rarely need adjusting

It really is this easy!
Connect to any standard
headphone socket

Remote Volume Control
from a Swift TX transmitter
Manufactured and designed in the UK
optimised for European language sounds

When in use the system actually
has two ‘speakers’ – one is the
Swift Digital and the other is
yourself – providing a sound
source at both ends of the room.

All Swift Digital systems
come with 3 years
warranty as standard

Price guide:
from £724 +VAT
with Swift TX
transmitter

Phil says: The
Swift Digital is our most
popular choice. This single
wall-mounted unit gives
excellent sound quality
suitable for most classrooms;
it is easy to install and also
has the lowest price tag
when the cost of
installation is
considered

*Trademark of New Transducers Limited
Manufactured under NXT Licence
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Classroom soundﬁeld – SwiftConnect
With a Swift Digital soundﬁeld and SwiftConnect from
Connevans we can connect your entire classroom.

The Connevans SwiftConnect allows
easy wireless connection of a Swift Digital at the
back of the classroom to your laptop and interactive
whiteboard at the front ... and you can incorporate the whiteboard
speakers to enhance the overall ‘ﬁeld of sound’.
The SwiftConnect is plug-and-play and will even turn itself on
automatically – you can’t get simpler than that!

A fully connected classroom...

Teacher wears
SwiftTX microphone

Swift Digital is installed at
the back of the classroom
digital infrared

dig

ital

rad

io

Allows the
Swift Digital
to work
seamlessly with
laptops &
whiteboards

Easy
to set up
and very
easy to
use!

Students use
handheld
microphone

wire

d co

nne

ctio

ns

SwiftConnect
combines the
audio from the laptop with
the sound from the Swift Digital
so that all of the sound comes out
of the whiteboard speakers as well
as the Swift Digital

The students will hear...

SwiftConnect
can be
connected to
a digital voice
recorder

the voice of the teacher clearly through the Swift Digital
and any whiteboard speakers
the sound from the teacher’s laptop or iPod through
the Swift Digital and any whiteboard speakers
plus... there is the option to...
record the combined sound from the lesson
on a laptop or other recorder – great for absent pupils,
hearing impaired students who might want to take notes
later, or for sharing best practice with colleagues

© Connevans Limited
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Connevans IR Classmate
Developed by Connevans, the IR Classmate is our
deluxe classroom soundﬁeld system. This multispeaker solution with a secure lockable wall unit
gives fantastic sound coverage and quality.

The whole system provides a clear and natural
listening experience with a quality of sound that
is the best in the market.

Key Features:
Superior sound quality and classroom coverage
with built-in feedback reduction
Secure wall mounted box the most sensible choice for
classrooms with unsupervised access
Speaker options for all classrooms with either 4 or 6 wall
speakers or up to 4 ceiling tile speakers, the IR Classmate
can be installed in unusually shaped rooms
Designed with Connevans care and
attention to detail e.g. the system is automatically
turned on when the cupboard is unlocked

IR Classmate – 4 wall speakers

Charging made easy – transmitters can be
charged inside the locked cupboard at night,
stopping automatically when the batteries are full
Easy to use with your existing equipment
– ideal for connecting to a computer or
interactive whiteboard
Manufactured and designed in the UK
optimised for European language sounds
All IR Classmate
systems come
with 3 years
warranty as
standard!

Price guide: from £1050 +VAT with Swift TX transmitter
& 4 wall speakers (exc. Installation)

Optional handheld
second microphone

Wall mounted speakers installed
around the classroom

IR Classmate unit

Phil says:
The IR Classmate is
our top of the range
system. Ideal for all
classrooms and
particularly good for
classrooms that are
more acoustically
challenging.

Teacher wears main
microphone transmitter

Meryl Hunt and students at Auriol Junior School,
Epsom, Surrey
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Azden IRR-40P
A straightforward and affordable ﬁxed classroom
soundﬁeld system. Great for those who are looking
for an excellent value multi-speaker system.

The Azden IRR-40P combines the ﬂexibility of an
Infra Red system with practical features such as a
twin-channel receiver and two auxiliary audio inputs
for connection to interactive
whiteboards, computers, CD or
MP3 players etc.
The IRR-40P is the ideal choice
where security is not an issue.
The Azden IRR-40P is
compatible with all Connevans
classroom soundﬁeld
microphone transmitters and
you can have up to two with
each system – a main one for
the teacher and a second one
for student participation or a
teaching assistant.

The most
economical
multi-speaker
soundﬁeld
solution!

Price guide: from £647+VAT with Swift TX transmitter
& 4 wall speakers (exc. Installation)

Compare Classroom Soundfield systems
Swift Digital

Features

IR Classmate

IR Classmate +

Transmission method

Azden IRR-40P

Phonak Roger
DigiMaster

IR Classmate

infra red

infra red

infra red

Roger 2.4GHz

Requires wiring installation

no

yes

yes

no

Numbers of wall-mounted
speakers required

1

4 or 6

4

1

Wall mountable

yes

yes

yes, with
optional wall bracket

yes

Shelf mountable

yes with optional
shelf stand

no

yes

no

Remote volume control

no

yes

Aux. inputs for TV, laptop etc

1 + SwiftConnect

3

2

1

Aux. outputs

1 + SwiftConnect

1

1

none

2

2

2

up to 35 mics

external charger

auto-timed
within cupboard

external charger

external charger

none

within lockable cupboard

none

none

10m x 8m

4 speakers: 10m x 8m
6 speakers: 14m x 8m

10m x 8m

10m x 8m

yes

yes

yes

n/a

treble and bass

treble and bass

yes

no – dynamic

380 x 430 x 75mm

260 x 285 x 135mm

230 x 204 x 44mm

895 x 72mm

3 years

3 years

3 years

2 years

Number of channels (1 per mic)
Transmitter charging
User controls protection
Maximum recommended
room size
Radio aid rebroadcast
capability
Tone control
Receiver/amplifier size
Warranty

yes

© Connevans Limited

yes

no

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk
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Phonak Roger Dynamic SoundField
The Phonak system uses unique digital Roger technology,
automatically adjusting to enhance comprehension,
even in noisy situations.
A particular strength of this system is the easy integration
with Radio Aid systems, especially the Phonak Dynamic FM
and Roger Ear Level Receivers, which helps hearing impaired
students integrate into the mainstream classroom environment.
At its core, the Roger SoundField system comprises the DigiMaster 5000 loudspeaker unit
and Phonak’s TouchScreen teacher transmitter.
Up to 34 additional transmitters (either Roger TouchScreen Mics or Roger Pass-around mics)
can be used alongside the ﬁrst Roger TouchScreen Mic to widen the discussion.
The DigiMaster loudspeaker can be wall-mounted or positioned on a sturdy ﬂoor stand.

Key Features:
Fully automated settings – the system
measures the room’s actual noise levels and adjusts
the frequency and volume levels accordingly
Exclusive built-in FM and Roger compatibility
no re-broadcasting necessary for deaf students with Radio Aids
or pupils with additional needs using a Roger Focus
Intelligent frequency hopping preventing
interference between systems on the same site
Software updates available as new features
are released
Roger Multimedia Hub can be added to play
one or two audio sources
Unique speaker design – 12 speakers in one!
Emits cylindrical sound waves giving good room
coverage and directionality
John says:
The Phonak Roger
system is great for
schools already using
Phonak Radio Aid
systems for their
deaf students.

Larger
Phonak Roger
SoundField systems
for use in school halls
are also available –
please contact us to
discuss your
requirements

10
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Phonak SoundField – single speaker

Price guide:
from £1060 +VAT
with TouchScreen
Mic transmitter

Showing unique
12-loudspeaker
'array' inside the
DigiMaster 5000

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk

Phonak Roger Focus
The Roger Focus is a discreet and highly comfortable behind-the-ear
receiver for children who require help focusing on
important sounds such as the teacher’s voice
These systems are proven to reduce distracting
background noise and emphasise speech.
A child’s ability to hear the voices of parents and teachers
is key to their learning and development, but focussing
on speech isn’t always easy.
It is particularly difﬁcult for children who have:

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
Auditory Processing Disorder (APD)
Unilateral Hearing Loss (UHL).
For these children, paying attention can be a real
challenge, especially when noise levels increase.
The Roger Focus is small, discreet and
easy to wear. It works well with any
Roger microphone transmitter,
although we recommend either
the Roger TouchScreen
Mic or the Roger Pen
for use at school.

The Roger Focus feeds the teacher’s voice directly
to the child’s ear, effectively reducing distracting
background and ambient noise. The teacher wears
the Roger transmitter and their speech is then sent
to the Roger Focus receivers worn by the child.

Richard says:
The Roger Focus is
really great for
students who have
difﬁculties
concentrating in
lessons.

Price guide:
from £1483 +VAT
with TouchScreen Mic
transmitter and two
Roger Focus receivers

Roger
Focus is
available in
17 fun
colours

A Roger Focus system greatly improves speech
understanding in the classroom and creates a more
successful and less frustrating learning environment,
making it easier for the child to concentrate.

© Connevans Limited
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Customer Comments & Testimonials
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Case Study: Parkﬁelds Middle School, Toddington
Fiona Killinger describes her school’s soundﬁeld journey –
“We are passionate about soundﬁeld systems and we
would not want to be without them”.

“For Parkfields it all started following a visit to the BATOD
conference in 2011. There were workshops highlighting the
improvements to acoustics. Parkfields has a specialist unit for
children with hearing impairments and it was apparent that
everything on show would make a difference to the children and
their ability to access the
curriculum.
Our first practical
experience came at the
end of 2011 when we
opened a new Food
Technology room which
was fitted with a
soundfield system. In this
environment, with fans
and equipment, the
difference was amazing
both for children with
hearing difficulties but also
A hearing impaired student and her
for all the other children.
teacher at Parkfields
Four years on, all classrooms have a soundfield system. The
systems vary from the IR Classmate in the Labs that need six
speakers to the ordinary classrooms that have Azden IRR-30p
with four speakers to the smaller group rooms that just have the
IR Swift stand alone system. The teachers wear the pendant
microphones. The children use the hand held microphones and
the children with hearing difficulties connect their inspiros to the
systems.
Following the Food Tech room, the focus moved on to the main
school hall. It was wonderful once the system was up and
running to see the children, with hearing impairment, at a test
session. It was amazing to see the children’s faces as they clearly
received the words through their aids.
I firmly believe we would have problems if we tried to remove
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the systems from the
classrooms. One
teacher asked me
‘how do teachers at
other schools manage
without a system?’
Teachers who have
moved on from our
school have been
requesting systems at
their new schools as
they feel they are an
essential teaching aid.
Teachers have found
The Headteacher in the school hall
that there is far less
strain on their voices
and suffer from fewer sore throats. There is less need to repeat
themselves and children can be seated anywhere in the room
and still have full access to the lesson. Curiously, teachers have
found that being able to talk in a quieter, less ‘teacher speak’
voice has led to a calmer, quieter atmosphere in the classroom.
The children with hearing difficulties have continued access and
neither they, nor the rest of class, lose sound when the teacher
moves around. Those children who are usually distracted, if they
cannot hear everything, remain more ‘on task’.
Meeting rooms or classrooms, the benefit is universal.
Parkfields delivered a presentation to all local Middle School
Head Teachers in the locality, to demonstrate the use and
benefits of a soundfield system. After the session, one of the
head teachers said he always tried to arrive early at meetings
because being ‘hard of hearing’ he liked to sit at the front of a
room. On this occasion he had arrived late and was somewhat
agitated and concerned that he would not hear everything
that was said as he had to sit at the back of the room. He
wanted to tell everyone how impressed and relaxed he was at
the end of the meeting having heard clearly throughout the
presentation. He now joined us in being sold on the concept of
soundfield systems.”

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk
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Connevans SoundRanger
portable PA systems
Portable wireless ampliﬁers with built-in radio
microphone receivers. Ideal outdoor sound
reinforcement solution and great indoors where a
ﬁxed installation is not appropriate.

All-in-one solution

Fully portable
In School these units can be moved
from class to class for the beneﬁt
of both teachers and pupils; larger
models are suitable for the Hall or
outdoors for Sports Day!

These portable products offer an excellent quality, cost effective and
ﬂexible sound reinforcement solution. They include built-in radio
microphone systems, with the receiver, pre-ampliﬁer, power ampliﬁer
and speakers all in one unit – which means no connecting cables.
Although they are sophisticated internally, SoundRanger
systems require no user experience to operate.
There are 2 sizes of battery powered system: the SoundRanger Micro
for classrooms and the larger Compact4 range for school halls
or outdoor use – great for sports day!

SoundRanger Micro
– suitable for a classroom or
audiences of up to 50 people
The Micro can be
used on a
speaker stand or
just placed on a
handy shelf. They
are small and
light with a builtin battery making
them fully
portable.

SoundRanger Compact4
– suitable for a school hall or audiences
of up to 500 people
The Compact4 has the same excellent sound quality of
the Micro... but with more power and more facilities.
The Compact4
includes a range of
different models,
giving you the option
to expand the system
by adding a second
unit or a second
microphone.

Price guide: from £236 +VAT
for a SoundRanger Micro
and handheld transmitter
Also available, the more powerful mains only Compact2M,
see www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk

Robert says:

Microphone options
include handheld,
headworn and
collarworn

© Connevans Limited

Excellent
sound
quality for
a fantastic
price!

SoundRanger
portable PA systems
are simplicity
itself – just switch
on, set the volume
and talk!

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk
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School Hall Soundﬁeld Systems
The school hall is usually a focal point in the life of a school. It is
used daily for lessons and assemblies and throughout the year
for important events such as plays, concerts and open days.
With a Connevans Hall Sound system, everyone in the hall (teachers, students,
parents and guests) will hear clearly – giving you a clear advantage!

Why choose a hall soundﬁeld system?
Everyone in the hall will be able to hear the person
presenting ... all of the time
Great sound will impress parents, prospective parents
and visitors at school events

Who do
soundﬁeld
systems help?
Everybody!

To make the most of the hours of preparation
for assemblies put in by staff and children
To encourage participation from even the
shyest children in performances
It is important to get the correct system for your school so we’ll come
to you to discuss your requirements and give advice – free of charge!

Completely ﬂexible systems

Customise with add-on features

– we offer a range of speakers and a choice of
microphones

– connect to your existing equipment
Add in: single or twin CD player iPod dock,
MP3 player or induction loop
ampliﬁer
Connections to:
plug in your iPad,
mobile phone,
laptop or projector
Re-broadcast:
use with all types
of Radio Aids for
children with a
hearing loss

Speakers: 4, 6 or 8
professional JBL
speakers, large or
small, black or white
Number of microphones:
2, 4, 6 or 8 Trantec wireless
radio microphones
Type of microphones:
Head worn, collar worn
or handheld radio
microphones

It’s easy! Connevans have years of experience
– we are the experts!
On the day, our highly trained and experienced staff install
everything for you. We will show you how to use the system and
you have our promise, it’s all very easy.
After installation, if you have any questions or queries at all, just
contact our Soundﬁeld Team who will be able to help you.

Free site
survey visit
Just call or email us
and we will arrange
a convenient time
to visit you

Our low prices & great value for money will amaze you
Prices from £2255 +VAT for an installed system with 6 speakers
and 2 radio microphones.
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Our most popular system
The SYS26 is supplied in a sturdy wall-mounted cabinet
with 6 white speakers. Inside the cabinet is a CD/USB player
with bluetooth i/p and 4 radio microphones.
This system is ideal for assemblies, presentations
and school productions.

What’s included in a Connevans SYS26 system...

Suitable for...

2 x radio
microphones
with belt pack
and collarworn
microphone


Assemblies
6 x white speakers
mounted high on the
wall around the hall


School productions

Lockable cabinet mounted
on the wall with built in
connection panel, storage
drawer and audio mixer

2 x handheld
radio
microphones
with ﬂoor
stands
Delivery and
Installation in
your hall

CD/USB player with bluetooth
receiver installed in the cabinet

plus all the connecting leads, batteries,
& chargers you’ll need to use the system

...all for a fantastic £4158!

We have standard
packages which will
suit many situations –
we are also able to
apply our expertise to
create a bespoke
package to
suit your school’s
requirements.

© Connevans Limited

(+ VAT)



Prizegiving



Parents Evening

Do you use your hall in different conﬁgurations?
For complete ﬂexibility, we can supply your hall
soundﬁeld system in a wheeled cabinet.
We install two connection points in your School
Hall (usually one at each end!) so the system
can be operated from different places,
depending on how your assembly is planned.
Then when the event is over it can be easily
disconnected and kept safely in a storeroom.

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk
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Don’t just take our word for it ...
This is what some of our customers have said about
their new equipment and the difference it has made!
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Connevans
Connevans Limited, Bridge House,
1 Nutﬁeld Road, Merstham,
Surrey, RH1 3EB
Email

soundﬁeld@connevans.com

Telephone
Minicom
Fax

01737 247571
01737 644016
01737 223475

Website

www.SchoolSoundﬁeld.co.uk
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Stay in touch
Facebook
www.facebook.com/Connevans
Twitter @connevans
Instagram @connevanslimited

